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ABSTRAC: Nuclear particle track-etched anti-bogus mark is a new type of
forgery-proof product after engraving gravure printing, thermocolour, fluorescence,
laser hologram and metal concealed anti-bogus mark. The mark is manufactured
by intricate high technology and the state strictly controlled sensitive nuclear
facilities to ensure the mark not to be copied. The pattern of the mark is specially
characterized by permeability of liquid to be discriminated from forgery. The
genuine mark can be distinguished from shamn one by transparent liquid(e.g. water),
colorful pen and chemical reagent. The mark has passed the official examination
of health safety. It is no danger of nuclear irradiation.
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Introduction

Nuclear particle track-etched anti-bogus mark is a new type of forgery-proof product after
engraving gravure printing, thermocolour, fluorescence, laser hologram and metal concealed
anti-bogus mark, all of which ability of anti-bogus depend mostly on their complicated
manufacturing technology and their manufacturing equipment is relatively easy obtained,
comparable with nuclear facilities which are strictly controlled by the government and guarded
by the armed soldier. The security of the nuclear particle track-etched anti-bogus mark is ensured
by not only the technology but also its manufacturing facility, which is strictly controlled by the
state. The pattern of nuclear particle track-etched anti-bogus mark is made on the 10-20 microns
thick polyester film by the known "track-etch" membrane technology' 3 4 , which has been
developed since 1960's and imaging technology, which was first conceptualized by
R.Lfleischer 1 51. These technologies have been improved and developed in the Institute of Nuclear
Energy Technology, Tsinghua University since the end of 970's 16 . The pattern of this kind of
anti-bogus mark consists of very small pores, which density is 0'-10' pores/m and diameter is
0.1-5.0 microns. The pores possess the characteristics of slanting cylindrical structure, and even
pore size. Because the polyester film is transparent , the whole mark is lucid under the
microscope. The pattern of the mark is opalized to be semni-transparent under naked eye because
of the phenomena of optical scattering on the microholes of pattern.

Nuclear particle track-etched membrane technology has been developed in the Institute of
Nuclear Energy Technology (NET), Tsinghua University, since the end of 970's6I. The mark is
manufactured by nuclear lparticle track-etch Film technology and imaging technology which has
been developed in [NET since 1990's. The products made by nuclear particle track-etched Film
technology have passed the official examination of- health safety. It is no danger f nuLclear-
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irradiation.
This anti-counterfeiting technology is now applied to protect more than 50 famous

brands(trade mark) in China.

Fig. The Reactor Producing Track-Etch Anti-counterfeiting Film,
Institute of Nuclear Energy Technology, Tsinghua Univversity

I Technology of Track-Etched Film

Nuclear particle track-etched Films are manufactured by a controlled, three-step process
know as tracking, oxidation and etching in which a thin polymer film is tracked(irradiated) with
U235 fission fragments after the U... split after adsorption of thermal neutron from core of nuclear
reactor, then activated by oxidation and ultraviolet irradiation and sequentially etched by caustic
to produce capillary shaped pores.

In the tracking(irradiation) process, a thin polymer film, e.g. polyester, is exposed to beam of
U... fission fragments. As the film transported in front of the beam of U... fission fragments,
individual fragment penetrate the film and create latent tracks due to ionization and excitation of
the polymer molecules. The molecule is damaged in the tracked region of the film. The film is
nonporous following the irradiation step.

In the activation process, the irradiated film is exposed to oxygen and irradiation of
ultraviolet light.

The etching process consists of a controlled immersion of the above film in a etchant which
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preferentially dissolved the tracked region1 creating the ore. l1ore size is controlled by the
etching condition, mainly the etching time and temperature.

Then the film is rinsed. The track-etched Film is completed after rinsing.y
The following two facilities are necessary for making Of' nuclear particle track-etch Films,

which is unique and strictly controlled by the state. The ati-bogUS mark made by them is hard to
be copied. It is secure.
1) The special type of nuclear reactor which must have the access to the core of reactor. The

thermal neutron from the core of reactor can be used to make U23 5 split.
2) The U235 which concentration must be very high. This kind of U23 5 is a sensitive nuclear

material.

2 Technology of Imaging

Nuclear particle track-etched anti-bogus mark is manufactured by imaging technology on the
base of nuclear particle track-etched Film technology. The pattern of mark is made by the one of
the following imaging technology.
I) Tracking Partly(Pattern Plate Shielding): The pattern plate is put between the polyester

film and U235 in the tracking process. The film is partly tracked and partly shielded by pattern
plate. There are numerous microholes in the tracked part of the film after the film is activated
and etched. Then the film is rinsed. The anti-bogus film is completed after rinsing.

2) Track Partly Annealing: The film is completely tracked. The tracks of film can be partly
annealed by the special method and special chemical reagent. The tracks disappears after
annealing. The pattern of tracks in the film can be formed after tracks partly annealing. Then
the film is rinsed. The anti-bogus film is comnpleted after rinsing.

3) Track Partly Activating: The film is entirely tracked. The tracks of film can be partly
activated by irradiation of ultraviolet light, which passes the pattern plate. The pattern of
activated tracks in the film can be formed after tracks partly activating. The activated tracks
in the film can be etched to become microholes and the non-activated tracks in the film can
not be etched to become microholes under the certain etching condition. Then the film is
rinsed. The anti-bogus film is completed after rinsing.

4) Track Partly Etching: The film is entirely tracked. The tracks of film is completely
activated. The filmn is partly printed with anti-etching reagent to partly protect the film to be
etched. The part of the film where the anti-etching reagent is printed on remains transparent
and the part of the film where anti-etching reagent is not printed on becomes pattern of the
mark. The pattern of mark is formed after etching. Finally, the anti-etching reagent must be
cleaned off from the film. Then the film is rinsed. The anti-bogus film is completed after
rinsing.

3 Manufacturing of Anti-Bogus Mark

The anti-boguIs film with pattern can not be directly used as ati-bogus mark. The adhesive
coating, laminating. complex film and model utting processes are needed before the anti-bogus
mark is made. T[he mark has passed the official examination of health safety'. It is no danger of'
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nuclear irradiation.

4 Methods of Identification

The identification of nuclear particle track-etched anti-bogus mark depends on its special
feature of micropore pattern. The methods of identification are effective. Some methods of
identification are as follows:
1) Using transparent liquid, e.g. water or aqueous solution: Put the water on the surface of

the mark, the pattern disappears. And then the pattern will appears after the water evaporates.
The reason is that when the water flows into the microholes of the pattern, the opalized semi-
transparent pattern of the mark becomes transparent.

2) Using water colorful pen: Scratch the surface of the mark with water colorful pen, the
colour will remain in the pattern of the mark and not remain in the other part of the mark
after the mark is wiped.

W. V

The Mark Identification of Mark

Fig. 2 The Anti-counterfeiting Mark and Its Identification

3) Using permeability of the film: ()Remove the upper layer anti-bogus film from the mark,
then put the water on the pattern of the film, the water flows through the film to the another
side of the film. (2)Remove the upper layer anti-bogus film from the mark and put the film on
the paper, then scratch the pattern of the film with colorful pen, the paper under the film has
the colour of the colorful pen.

4) Using colour change reaction: The special chemical reagent is added under the upper layer
anti-bogus film of the mark. When the surface of the mark is scratched with water or other
specific chemical reagent, the pattern of the mark turns into specified colour.

5) Using microscope: Put the mark under the microscope, watch the pore of pattern of the
mark. The mark can be identified by the special construction of pores of the pattern.

6) Using computer dactylogram identification system: Put the mark under the microscope,
the picture of pattern which contains the information of pore characteristic is analyzed by
computer dactylogram identification system. The mark can be identified by the
characteristics of pores of the pattern.
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